
TO: Senate Committee On Judiciary  

FR: John Santa, MD MPH 

DA: March 25, 2105  

RE: Support for SB 525 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Chair Prozanski, Members of the Committee, 

On November 10, 2014, Ian Elias shot and killed his ex-wife, Nicolette, in southwest Portland before 
killing himself, all while the couple’s two daughters, ages 7 and 8, were in the home. Although Nicolette 
had divorced Ian in 2008, he continued to torment her and their children, leading Nicolette to obtain a 
restraining order and a stalking order.1 However, because of loopholes in Oregon law, Ian was able to 
retain the guns he already owned, and he used one of them to perpetrate this tragic murder.  

Sadly, Nicolette is not alone. Every day across the United States, five women are murdered with guns.2 
Women in the U.S. are 11 times more likely to be murdered with a gun than are women in other 
developed countries.3 And far too often, these women are killed by their husbands, boyfriends, and 
other family members – the people who they should be able to trust the most. Nationwide, a third of all 
women who are murdered are killed by an intimate partner.4 This number is even higher here in 
Oregon: between 2003 and 2012, 42 percent of women murdered in Oregon were killed by an intimate 
partner.5 Doctors and medical professionals see the effects of domestic violence every day, and we 
recognize that more can be done to protect our patients and their families.  

In my case I remember well a wonderful woman who I cared for over several years. She had lots of 
minor injuries that were easily diagnosed and treated. And her husband was always with her, attentive it 
seemed and her child came along. My relationship ended with her when she left a note one day with my 
front office that she would never be back, that all of her injuries were related to domestic violence and 
her husband was there to make sure that she never said a word. She worried for her life…..she knew her 
husband would try to find her through me (which he did)…..so best to not share with me where she was 
going. And…..she thanked me for my care and I never saw her again. I am here because I fell short then 
and am trying to not fall short again. 

Access to firearms by dangerous domestic abusers is a key driver of fatal violence: women are 500 
percent more likely to be murdered by an intimate partner when a gun is present.6 The statistics in 
Oregon bear this out: 59 percent of these homicides of women in Oregon were committed with a gun7, 
and women in the state are more likely to be murdered by an intimate partner than are men.8 That is 
why it is crucial to enact strong legislation that will help keep guns out of the hands of abusers and 
prevent these horrific murders of women and their families.  

It is clear that our state needs to do more to protect women from this threat of lethal gun violence. 
Oregon currently has no laws in place to prevent domestic abusers from having easy access to guns. The 
Law Center to Prevent Gun Violence, which conducts an annual review of all state laws pertaining to 
reducing gun violence gives Oregon a “D+”, largely because our state does not have protections for 
victims of domestic violence.9 Since the mass shooting at Sandy Hook Elementary School in December 



2012, 11 states have acted to protect victims of domestic violence by barring domestic abusers from 
buying and possessing guns; Oregon should act to do the same.10  

Senate Bill 525 is an opportunity to close these perilous loopholes that have allowed dangerous 
individuals like Ian Elias to kill their partners. This bill would help protect women from fatal gun violence 
by preventing individuals convicted of misdemeanor crimes of domestic violence or subject to a 
domestic violence restraining order from buying and possessing guns. This simple, common sense law 
would be a significant step forward in better protecting victims of domestic violence from the threat of 
fatal gun violence.  

As a member of the medical community, and as a primary care doctor, I know firsthand that these types 
of laws can make a difference in the lives of families across the state. Nicolette Elias’s children have 
been deprived a mother and father because of these loopholes—an event that will undoubtedly shape 
the rest of their lives. It is critical that the Oregon legislature take steps to make sure that stories like 
Nicolette’s, and those of the thousands of other Oregon women and men who have been murdered by 
their intimate partners, do not continue to happen in the future. Not only is this a common sense 
solution supported by many in the medical community, it is also supported by a vast majority of 
Oregonians. A poll conducted in January 2014 found that 74 percent of Oregon voters support 
prohibiting individuals from purchasing firearms if they are subject to a domestic violence restraining 
order or have been convicted of stalking.11  We need to do better for women and families in our state, 
and this bill is a strong step in the right direction.               
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